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Preface 
Wind and JOTA: natural enemies? In most countries there is no lack of wind during the JOTA weekend. Until 
now, wind was an adversary of JOTA. How to keep your antenna towers from blowing over in strong winds? 
But it is also possible to play with the wind. This leaflet attempts to give you some ideas of how to use the 
wind to your advantage, for an enjoyable JOTA weekend. 

Facts from history 
Way before the start of our calendar, kites were used in China. How the kites eventually spread over the 
globe in not really clear. A religious meaning was attached to the use of kites in the Far East. In Europe, 
however, kite flying was a game. It was not until later, that practical applications were developed, in particular 
military ones. 
In 1901 Marconi succeeded in making the first transatlantic radio contact. Marconi raised his antenna up to a 

large height using a kite. The kite 
was called the “Levitor” and was 
designed by Baden Fletcher Smyth 
Baden-Powel, a brother of Robert 
Baden Powel, the later founder of 
Scouting. Fletcher was 3 years 
younger than his famous brother 
and a professional soldier as well. 
He accompanied Robert e.g. on a 
spy mission through Germany 
once. Here his interest was drawn to kites and balloons. Fletcher 
developed a system of coupled kites, strong enough to lift a military 
observer into the air. He died on October 3, 1937. 
Working with signals, flags, sound and lamps, was already amongst 
the proficiencies of the first Scouts. Stimulated by leaders and 
instructors a telegraph found its way to the Scouts. Publications in 
Scout magazines as early as 1911 demonstrate how to build your 

own telegraph. The early badge “electrician” said in its requirements: “elementary knowledge of wireless 
telegraphy is highly recommended”. 
Scouts and radio were related from the early stages on. So were radio and kites. A good reason to see what 
Scouts can do with kites for their JOTA radio contacts. 

Rules of the game. 
While flying a kite, you need to follow a few basic rules that apply in most 
countries: 
- Stay below a height of 100 meter by using a rope up to 125 meter 

maximum. 
- Do not fly a kite within a 3 kilometer radius of an airport. In some 

cases not even within 8 kilometer. 
- Stay far away from high-voltage power lines. 
- Make sure your kite does not present any danger in case it decides 

to come down unexpectedly. 
- Use a firm line or rope. 
- Kites can be really powerful. Use a pair of gloves to hold the line. 
- Never fly a kite during a thunderstorm ! 

Kite-lifted antennas. 
In particular short-wave antennas are suited to be lifted by a kite. Use a light-weight antenna wire such as 
enamel or litze. Or any type of electrical wire. Your radio amateur will have a book or magazine that explains 
details about the antenna to use. 
Some possibilities are illustrated in the next three pictures: 
1. antenna wire mounted alongside the rope of the kite. The electrical wire does not have to support any 

tension. 
2. Antenna wire as part of the kite rope. It must be a firm type of wire that can hold the kite’s pulling force. 
3. Vertical antenna. The wire must be a light in weight as possible and very flexible so that it can move 

along with the kite. 
 

In some countries people 
write their misfortunes 
and problems on a kite. 
They lift the kite high in 
the sky and then cut the 
rope, to symbolize that 
they got rid of their 
troubles…… 
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Foxhunt 
A simple VHF 2-meter transmitter can be lifted by a kite. The range of the transmitter is considerably 
increased this way. Suitable for long-range fox hunts for the older Scouts and Explorers. Figure 4 shows a 
possible mounting for vertical polarization. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
For horizontal polarization the mounting can be as shown in figure 5. 
It is less suitable for fox hunting but more for long-range 
communication on the VHF band. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Eye catcher 
A number of colorful kites on one 
line or a flag attached to a kite is a 
superb eye catcher for your JOTA 
activity. 
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Using a simple mechanical device you can detach an object from the 
kite. E.g. if you drop a simple (inexpensive) fox transmitter from a kite on 
a parachute, it will land on a really secret place. Go for it with your DF 
receiver ! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Aerial photography. 
Some Scout groups have their own dark room available during JOTA or 
use a one-hour quick service to develop and print photographs. If you 
have a fairly big kite, it is possible to airlift a photo camera. Do not lift an 
expensive digital camera but use a simple light-weight (expendable) one. 
Via a remote control or just using the construction depicted here, you 
can make an aerial picture of your own JOTA station ! Want to be more 

sophisticated? Try lifting 
a small wireless web 
cam and receive life 
aerial pictures on your 
PC.  
 
 
 
Construction to airlift 
your camera. Use a 
small strip of aluminum 
with two holes. Make 
sure your polish the 
holes otherwise sharp 
edges may cut the rope 
to the kite. 
 
 

Signals from the sky. 
At night you can attach a torch to the kite. From up there you can now signals your friends with Morse code. 
A morse key can be connected on the ground with a light-weight electrical wire to the torch up there. Who is 
the first to decode the message from the sky? 
 
 
 

#����$�
A delayed trigger device for 
your camera: 
Use a remote trigger wire for 
your camera. Put it in the 
mouth of a clothes peg. Drill a 
small hole in it and put a shoe 
lace through it. A pin holds the 
lace in place. Ready? Light the 
shoe lace. As soon as it burns 
down to the pin, it will release 
the trigger for your camera.  

 
 

A reliable and simple way 
to drop a payload from 
the kite: use a cylindrical 
plastic pipe or bottle, a 
spring or elastic band. A 
sudden pull to the rope of 
the kite releases the 
attachment ring of the 
payload and drops it. 
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Kites. 
There are many different kinds of kites. Three types are presented here. 
 

Sled kite. 
A simple construction that always works. It is not very stable but the kite can develop 
quite a pulling force. Great fun to build more of them and fly them all from the same 
rope. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conyne kite 
A very stable design, but it needs more wind. Very suitable for 
aerial photography. It is a so-called “flying box”.  
 

 
 
 
Levitor kite 
It is the design of Baden Fletcher Smyth Baden-Powell. This type of kite 
often needs a tail. It too can develop quite a force on the rope. 
 
 
 
 
 

Materials and tips. 
Plastic is a well-suited material for JOTA kites. If you want to do a “real” job, use nylon of a spinnaker, often 
found in sailing boat supply stores or kite shops. It is available in different colors en is very sturdy. It is also 

possible to make a kite of cotton; maybe an old tent 
could help you out here? The frame is made of 
wood from the hardware store or of bamboo, 
available in garden shops. 
Always lift a kite against the wind direction. If the 
kite is right, you don’t need to run. Should the kite 
want to dive each time, a tail can help. It is a 
common misunderstanding that the tail must be 
heavy. To the contrary, the tail must be light and 
catch a lot of wind. A plastic strip of a few meters 
will do just fine. 

Construction 
Sled kite. 
A very simple kite that can easily be made of a 
plastic bag. E.g. a garbage bag. This type of kite is 
not suited to carry large payloads into the air. The 
measures in the drawing are based upon standard 
garbage bag dimensions. But you can make it 
larger or smaller. 
Should the kite want to turn to the left or right, 
adjust the bridle lines in a way to have the kite rope 
in the middle. The frame material is 3 to 4 mm thick. 
It’s great fun to have more sled kites on the same 
rope. Each kite has its own auxiliary line. The 
distance between them must exceed the length of 
the auxiliary line plus the length of the bridles lines 
or else you risk ending up with a big knot of kites. 

Bridle point: fold the 
edge of the kite around 
the upright en fix it with 
a piece of tape. 
Bridle line: the rope 
between the two bridle 
points measures 6 
times the height of the 
kite (in this example 
3.60 m) In the middle it 
has a small loop to 
attach the kite rope. 
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Conyne kite. 
This box kite can be made of plastic, cotton or tyfek (available in kite stores). The frame can best be made of 

bamboo. The kite consists of two part 
that are later assembled.  
First you make the back side. The 
drawing shows a large hole in the 
middle. This can eventually be left 
out, but without the hole the kite is 
less stable. The frame is connected 
on the outside with small pieces of 
string; the lining folds over these 
strings. 
The front side contains two identical 
pieces. Assemble the back and front 
side of the kite and attach the bridle 
lines. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Levitor kite 
Seen from an historic perspective, cotton and bamboo are 
suited materials to make your Levitor. Plastic, spinnaker or 
tyfek are good alternatives. 
The balance of the kite requires special attention, so 
measure and cut it precisely. The corners must be reinforced. 
The Levitor can be a jumpy kite in the sky, so it helps to 
attach a nice long tail. Some experiments may be needed 
with the lengths of the bridle lines. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Finally 
This short leaflet is far from complete. The internet also has a wealth of information on kites. A good starting 
point is:  www.kites.org/zoo 
In any public library you can, no doubt, find additional books about kites. Just like people that made radio 
techniques their hobby, there are others that have kite-flying as their hobby. Invite them to help you with your 
kites during the JOTA. In most countries, kite flying competitions are held where you can meet the specialists 
and hobby enthusiasts. Monthly magazines about kite flying (from you local library) will give you the details of 
these competitions. 
 


